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What is the Melbourne 
Institute?
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• As Australia’s leading applied economics and social policy research centre, the Melbourne 
Institute’s mission is to:

• Undertake and publish high-quality academic research on major economic and social 
policy issues affecting contemporary Australia

• Foster informed discussion and debate on domestic public policy
• Provide highly valued research services, publications and datasets to government, 

business and community groups
• Be internationally renowned for its expertise and contributions to international research, 

and
• Provide quality research training through an internationally recognised PhD program.

Research Only Department: Founded in 1962
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How does it work?

Academic Rigor
(research & 
engagement)

Policy Analysis: 
inform/evaluate/create

(research & 
engagement)

Service to university & profession

Mostly Externally Funded (Category 1 Plus Category 2‐4)
Staff operate similar to a teaching department
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Big Picture of what we do
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Example: Taking the Pulse
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Leadership
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• As the Melbourne Institute Director .. Who am I?

• The face OR  A face?

• Strategic Direction
• Focus of activity

• Research strength
• Academic v. Broader Community
• Funding
• Balance of activities

• Short term v. long term?

• Role within the faculty, university, Australia?

Leader or Manager?
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Purpose of engagement
-- to inform
-- to influence
-- to evaluate
-- to provide a critical eye

Context matters:  we are 
housed within a university

What do I think about every day?
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Working with department staff

Motivation, Incentives & Prioritizaton
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• Motivation: why engage?

• Ego v. expectation
• Expert v. general opinion
• Passion, making a difference

• Incentives: what is the reward for engagement?

• Research, teaching, service … and then engagement?
• With one’s peers or more?
• Ego v. expectation

• Prioritization:  low hanging fruit v. thorny issue

• Perseverance
• Connections

Biggest challenges
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Lessons I’ve learned

-- Listen
-- Consider the perspective of the external community
-- Be ambitious and demanding

‐‐ Balance patience & nimbleness
‐‐ Be willing to fail. This includes admitting failure
‐‐ If you are a woman: consider how you are perceived
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Thank you


